INTRODUCTION
Radioactive materials have been widely used in medical practices for purpose of diagnosis and therapy. There are, in Brazil, 247 Nuclear Medicine Services (NMS) and concentrated mainly in the South-East region (152 Services -62 %) where the most developed Brazilian states are localized.
The determination of the activity to be administered to the patient plays an important role on the quality of the clinical result of a medical investigation. Thus, the activity should be correctly quantified and the most suitable instrument is the activity meter (formerly called dose calibrator). There are many references in the literature where protocols and quality control procedures for such a instrument are recommended (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . In spite of a good quality control program, the activity meter can produce incorrect measurements due to a number of reasons: a) variation in response among different containers (this is particularly critical for low photons energy emitter); b) radioactivity impurities resulting in the overestimation of the activity; c) physical surrounding of the activity meter (an additional shielding can increase the radiation back-scattering invalidating the calibration of the instrument for high energy gamma emitters) and d) samples improperly placed in counting supports.
In order to investigate the performance on the quality of routine measurements carried out in the NMS, an pilot program of intercomparison was organized between the National Laboratory for Ionizing Radiation Metrology (LNMRI) and medical community. LNMRI is the Brazilian National Laboratory in the field of ionizing radiation and has the mission to maintain, disseminate and establish traceability of radioactivity standards and measurements to the whole country. In this pilot program only those NMS placed in the Rio de Janeiro city have participated. After consultation and concern demonstrated by the medical community the nuclides 131 I and 99m
Tc were chosen for this intercomparison. Participation was voluntary and included public and private hospitals.
This intercomparison program seeks to obtain the information on the quality of routine measurements carried out in the NMS using activity meters, the analysis of possible contaminants in the samples, the evaluation of the uncertainties and the exchange of information. Other specific aim is to identify areas in which radionuclide metrologists can give support to medical user of radionuclides.
METHODOLOGY
The methodology of the intercomparison can be divided in two stages: 1) at NMS: a) preparation of the activity sample to be administered to the patient, as routinely; by the operator responsible; b) measurement of the background of the activity meter; c) measurement of the sample three times. This will allow the error due to the slight changes in the position of the sample inside the well of the activity meter; d) write down in a data sheet, the date and time of each measure and respective result, and the model and manufacturer of the activity meter; e) measurement of the background after the last sample measurement; f) the sample is involved by a thin plastic bag, placed in a lead shield and removed to LNMRI;
2) at LNMRI: a) the sample is measured, as received, in a CENTRONIC IG12 well type ionization chamber previously calibrated using solutions which had been standardized using systems and techniques available at LNMRI; b) the plastic bag is measured in a germanium detector in order to verify any external contamination on the vial; c) the sample is measured in a germanium detector in order to assay the radionuclidic purity. In the case of 99mTc, the possible presence of 99Mo will be checked. d) the result of ionization chamber measurement is adopted as the reference value for the intercomparison.
INTERCOMPARISON
All samples of the intercomparison were contained in a 20 ml serum vial and most of them with 5 ml of the solution. Those of less than 5 ml were completed with distillated water to this volume before the measurement in the ionization chamber. Each participant received a code number without associating the name which performed the measurements. In order to compare the results, the activities measured an LNMRI were decayed to the measurement times as stated by the participants. The half-lives adopted were 8.021 ± 0.001 and 6.007 ± 0.012 days for 131 I and Tc measurements at NMS. The majority of the NMS have demonstrated difficulties or even in stating the uncertainties on their measurements. In this intercomparison, the type A uncertainty (random) of the NMS results was the standard deviation of the three measurements. The type B (non-random) was adopted as the deviation of the mean of the three measurements from the reference value determined by the ionization chamber at LNMRI. The overall uncertainty was determined quadratically in the usual way.
ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE
The participants results were compared with the LNMRI results in two ways. First, by calculating the simple relative deviation of the participants results from the LNMRI results. This simple approach permit verify if the participants measurements comply with the accuracy recommended in the norm of Brazilian Regulatory Authority which permit an upper limit of ± 10 %. Second, the statistical criteria called normalized standard deviation, D, were used for the analysis of the performance of the measurements (6, 7). D is defined as the difference between the NMS mean value of three measurements, X, and the LNMRI reference value, U, normalized to the standard deviation of the reference value, S U , divided by 3 , where n is the number of measurements (n = 3 for this intercomparison). D is calculated as
The parameter D can be used to classify the participants performance in good, acceptable and nonacceptable according to the specified limits (Table 1) . 
good (within all limits) acceptable (within the warning limits)
non acceptable (out of control limits)
For the purpose of this intercomparison program, we have adopted S U = 0.05U by conservative reasons because the Brazilian norm for activity measurements at Nuclear Medicine Services requires an upper limit of ± 10 % of deviation from U. This adopted value is much larger than the uncertainty of the U obtained at LNMRI, which is less than 1 %, both for 131 I and 99m
Tc. If the uncertainty obtained at LNMRI was adopted, most of the results determined by the NMS would be considered not-acceptable.
The results and the performance of the intercomparison are presented in Table 2a and 2b, and Figures 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b.
DISCUSSION
The results displayed in Figure 1a for 131 I shows that 65 % complies with the upper limit of ± 10 % recommended by the norm of Brazilian Regulatory Authority for the accuracy of the measurements aimed at. In individual cases, however, deviation of the order of 41 % can be observed. For 99m Tc, however, 85 % of the results are within the limit of ± 10 % accuracy (Figure 1b) . This seems that measurements performed routinely for 99m Tc in the NMS were better than for 131 I no matter the type of the activity meter. One possible contribution for this is the range of activities that were much larger for 99m Tc than 131 I. This effect will be investigated. In this present intercomparison,it was observed that those Services that make quality control tests of activity meters don't check linearity performance.
The mean values for R, calculated from Tables 2a and 2b 
CONCLUSIONS
This intercomparison comprised only the Nuclear Medicine Services placed at Rio de Janeiro city. The total of NMS in the city is 25, so that the number of participants (17) corresponds to 68 %, for 131 I, and 48 % (12 participants) for 99m
Tc. This means that further effort should be done to increase the number of participants in the future intercomparison runs.
For those NMS whose results are beyond the upper limits of ± 10 %, a recalibration of the instrument was recommended and invited to participate to a new intercomparison run. On the other hand, if more stiff statistical criteria like parameter D to evaluate the performance of the measurements was adopted, a great effort should be carried out to bring the results considered out of control into the acceptable limits.
Those Services that routinely make quality control tests with checking sources have produced better performances.
The participation is not mandatory but due to the concern of the public about the use of the radiation in general, more and more NMS have demonstrated interest in participating to the future intercomparison runs. Other consideration is about the uncertainties where the majority of the participants demonstrated difficulties to state them. This will be discussed in a near follow up meeting with the LNMRI and the participants.
